Tweets from Ms. Kendall’s Class
April 9-13, 2018
Newsletter

Spelling Lists

Standards

List 1: 1. trimming 2.running 3.popping
4.dragging 5.wagging 6. quitting 7.diving
8.riding 9.sliding 10.driving

•ELA: Review main idea and key details in text.
•Math: - NF.1 Fractions- Understand that a

List 2: 1. unfair 2.unable 3.uncover
4.unkind 5.undress 6.unplug 7.unequal
8.uneven 9.unpack 10. unusual

•Social Studies:. The difference between

List 3: 1. distinction 2.selection
3.prediction 4.subtraction 5.contraction
6.affection 7.expression 8.impression
9.profession 10.discussion

fraction is formed when a whole is partitioned
into equal parts.
absolute and relative locations.

•Science: Compare the different functions of
the skeletal and muscular systems.

If you are available to proctor for
the EOG on any of the following
dates, please call the front
office. May 24th, 30th and
31st.Thank you! 910-488-0012

April Birthdays
Dannie 4/21

Students have 3 library books from our library every week they are able to read and take A.R
tests on. Reading nightly is part of their homework. In order to meet their monthly A.R goals
they should be taking tests on their books.
**

Upcoming Events:

4/13/18: Report Cards go home.
4/13/18: Wear purple day to support the
military child.
4/13/18: Class multiplication mastery ice
cream party. (students needed to master
at least through their 4 facts to
participate).
4/25/18: Field trip to Methodist Univ.
Permission slips are due NLT 4/20.
Thank you to all parents who have turned
them in already!

Help Wanted:
Our Spring Fling is May 11, 2018. This is an
evening of fun for all! This is also our annual
fundraiser for our school. At the event there is
a silent auction where everyone can bid on
wonderful gift baskets. All proceeds go toward
needed resources for our school. Each
classroom has a theme basket and we would
greatly appreciate any donations to put towards
ours. Our classroom basket theme is “Take it
Outside”- all things related to outdoor fun. I
would love anything related to outdoor fun or
outdoor sports. Thank you so much ! Ms. K

*Reading is the foundation for success!
Remember to read every night!

